The Many Faces of Quaker Outreach
The spiritual practice of Quaker outreach is often described as consisting of Inreach,
Invitation, and Welcoming. These categories are useful in illustrating the many kinds of projects and
activities that are eligible for grants from the NYYM Outreach Initiatives Support Fund.
Inreach, as described on the FGC website, is about “Growing Our Spirits” and fostering a deeper
connection with each other and to Spirit. Inreach nurtures a meeting’s vitality and connections such that
a visitor would be able to envision finding a spiritual home in that meeting.
! For example, Inreach might include creating opportunities within the Meeting to share spiritual stories and
journeys and/or offering a workshop or retreat where Friends practice and gain confidence in speaking
about the Quaker Way. Or Inreach might consist of a visioning and strategic planning process to discern
your meeting’s readiness for outreach and to define next steps in growing the vitality of your meeting.

Invitation is about “Growing our Presence” and becoming known in our communities, increasing our
visibility, and inviting seekers in.
! Invitation activities might consist of a publicity campaign about your meeting and its activities; writing
articles or letters to the editor on social issues; creating a strategy to reach out to particular groups;
offering events that embody Quaker testimonies and to which the public is invited; inviting local groups to
meet in your meetinghouse; or enhancing the meeting website and social media presence.

Welcoming is about integrating newcomers into the life of our meetings. More than just “greeting,” true
welcoming helps seekers and newcomers make connections in the meeting and experience a sense of
belonging.
! To improve your spirit of welcoming you might enhance spaces and materials for young children, make
signage more welcoming, revise materials distributed to newcomers and assure that they are welcoming
across diversities; train a group of “welcoming Friends” who nurture the involvement of new attenders,
examine and revise your process for greeting newcomers; foster conversations about welcoming diverse
newcomers; or offer Quakerism 101 or programs that help newcomers learn about the Quaker Way.

Many aspects of outreach are no-cost or low-cost, but, when planning a strategy for outreach, often
there are some elements of the plan that require expenditure. For more suggestions about the many
forms that outreach can take and for ideas about pursuing outreach in a way that is a good fit with your
meeting, visit the Resources section of the FGC website or the Outreach Working Group page of
NYYM website.

“…outreach is bigger than advertising, publicity, and hosting public events,
although these things are important and powerful.
Effective outreach is about learning to speak about the Quaker Way
and our own experiences as Quakers, as well as living as ‘patterns and examples’
in our daily lives in the wider community.”
-- From FGC outreach materials “Getting Started”

